
Why Study Statistics?



Why Study Statistics?

“Statistics ... the most important science in the whole world: 

for upon it depends the practical application of every other 

science and of every art; the one science essential to all 

political and social administration, all education, all 

organisation based upon experience, for it only gives the 

results of our experience.”              - Florence Nightingale



Why Study Statistics?

Statistics is a tool

Statistics provides us the rational basis to:
• review the past
• evaluate the present
• forecast the future



Information Age

San Jose State University       http://www.sjsu.edu/statistics/why/



Mathemagician Arthur Benjamin

Teach Statistics Before Calculus

“Statistics -- that's a subject that you 
could, and should, use on daily basis. 
Right? It's risk. It's reward. It's 
randomness. It's understanding data.” 



Mathemagician Arthur Benjamin

Teach Statistics Before Calculus

“if all of the American citizens -- knew about probability and statistics, 

we wouldn't be in the economic mess that we're in today. Not only that 

but if it's taught properly, it can be a lot of fun. I mean, probability and 

statistics, it's the mathematics of games and gambling. It's analyzing 

trends. It's predicting the future.” 



Mathemagician Arthur Benjamin

Teach Statistics Before Calculus

“the world has changed from analog to digital. And it's 
time for our mathematics curriculum to change from 
analog to digital, from the more classical, continuous 
mathematics, to the more modern, discrete 
mathematics -- the mathematics of uncertainty, of 
randomness, of data -- that being probability and 
statistics.



http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB123119236117055127

The Wall Street Journal



Who needs statistics?

• Anyone who wants t o be able to look critically at 

information and not be misled

• Anyone who has a problem to solve that they 

won’t be able to solve until they find out a little 

information



Why Study Statistics?

Without Statistic:

• Personal Bias

• Outdated Facts

• Media Bias



- Replace devastating myths with a fact-based world view

- Make data easy to understand

Building a fact-based world view



Take a minute over some of the features 



Gapminder Quiz
http://tinyurl.com/gapquiz07

http://tinyurl.com/gapquiz07




Quiz 7 - If students asks

• China is today the country that emits most CO2 in total, but that is because it has such a large population. Each American still emits almost
four times as many tonnes CO2 as each Chinese person do. In 1900 China emitted negligible amounts of CO2 per person and it increased very
slowly. From the 1970s, the emissions had started to grow faster, as economic growth accelerated.

• The US and France were both industrialised by 1900. Various energy sources were more readily available in the US than in France. Hence, the
energy system was more energy intensive from an early date in the US.

• Income per person grew strongly during the 20th century in both countries, and the CO2 emissions followed this pattern. Numerous crises
affected the emission of CO2: the 1st world war (mostly in France), the depression after 1929 (with the strongest effect in the US) and the 2nd

world war (mainly seen in France).

• In the 1970s the oil prices increased massively at two occasions. These events are known as the 1st and 2nd oil crisis. They provoked actions to
use the energy more efficient and to switch to energy sources with less emission of CO2, e.g. nuclear power. Many of these changes remained
even after the oil-price dropped again in the 1980s. Furthermore, the production in the high income countries became more focused on
producing things that required less energy (e.g. producing medicines, just to take one example).

• from the start World War One seen for France, the downturn during the depression is visible for both (most for the US) and the WW2 is visible
for France.

• Oil crisis visible in the 70s, then things done. Nuclear power, especially in France.



Why Study Statistic?













Replacing Myths with Facts







Ask students to arrange the country 
cards according to development level



Twitter: 
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